
A high-quality imprint for young children, words & pictures was started in 2012 at Frances Lincoln Children's
Books, before the list became an imprint at Quarto International Co-Editions in 2014. The imprint
encapsulates three main focuses: Imagination, Innovation and Inspiration. words & pictures represents a
powerful and positive opportunity to open children's minds to a world of discovery.Rights Catalogue 2018



P I C T U R E B O O K S

NEW
Rosa Draws – Jordan Wray

250 x 250 mm, 32 pp

Rosa loves to imagine and she really loves to
draw, but as her drawings grow and grow, will
they get her into trouble? This fun story, told
with playful text and inventive characters, will
appeal to young children.

Rights Sold: KOR

NEW – July 2018
My Friend Sleep – Hannah Peck
250 x 250 mm, 32 pp

Journey through a little girl’s dreams, alongside her friend Sleep. Greet friendly aliens, ride on a dragon’s back and meet a scary
monster, who turns out to be not-so scary after all. With Sleep by your side, nothing is as terrifying as it seems. Reminds children
of the joy of dreams and how to deal with nightmares.

NEW – April 2018
Audrey the Inventor 
– Katie Weymouth
290 x 235 mm, 32 pp

Audrey’s inventions are not always entirely
successful. It’s enough for Audrey to lose
heart and give up altogether, but with some
encouraging words she gives inventing one
last try.

NEW – May 2018
Joy – Isobelle Follath
250 x 250 mm, 32 pp

Fern’s Nanna has not been herself of late, she
has lost her joy. With her catching-kit at the
ready, Fern goes to the park and finds joy in
all sorts of unusual places, but joy doesn’t fit
in a bag, or a box, or a tin! How will she
manage to bring some back to Nanna?

NEW
Rusty the Squeaky Robot 
– Neil Clark
250 x 250 mm, 32 pp

Rusty’s friends on Planet Soundbot
show him that everyone has a
different sound – it’s what makes each
robot unique!

NEW
The Snow Bear – Claire Alexander
276 x 235 mm, 32 pp

A mysterious yet playful story about what
happens when brother and sister Iggy and
Martina build a snowbear. They venture
beyond the safety of their home into the
woods, where danger lurks and the
Snowbear magically appears to save them.

Surprise! – Mike Henson
hardback: 235 x 235 mm, 32 pp
board book: 216 x 216 mm, 15 leaves

Rabbit’s friends throw the ultimate
surprise party for him. As the lights are
turned off and on, the pages reveal a
series of funny surprises.

Rights Sold: SWE

NEW – July 2018
Shhh! – Barroux
250 x 250 mm, 32 pp

This bedtime story takes the reader on
a journey through a child’s imagination
to dreamy landscapes where we see a
series of soft toy animals getting ready
to fall asleep.

‘The story rides the edge between reality and magic with 

gentle aplomb; Alexander’s loose, free-spirited art makes 

the magic feel quite possible.’ – The New York Times CREATIVE GIRLS: Imagination, Friendship, Empowerment

Imaginary Friends and Real Adventures 



B O A R D  B O O K S

Can You Find Me?
Can you find all the animals hiding on the pages?
Search through gardens and jungles, over mountains
and under the sea... they’re hiding in a colourful,
kaleidoscopic artwork.

Rights Sold: FRA, ESP, CAT, KOR, NOR

Animosaics – Surya Sajnani
310 x 240 mm, 18 pp board book

NEW – May 2018
Slide and See – Oliver Latyk
230 x 210 mm, 10 pp board book 
with slide out feature

Slide the large panels and expand the scene, with
this satisfying, hands-on board book for inquisitive
preschool children.

Things That Go
Cycling, Construction Site, Train, Ship, Airport
Rights Sold: ESP

Into The Wild
Elephants, Monkeys, Birds, Fish, Night 

NEW – June 2018
Into the Series – Nadia Taylor
230 x 210 mm, 10 pp board book 
with shaped pages and textures

With gently rhyming text and beautiful
illustrations, these books are layered
and feature textures to encourage the
reader to interact with the book and
turn each page, delighting in the
increasingly expansive spreads.

Into the Forest 
Into the Ocean

Rights Sold: FRA, RUS, SWE, ESP, CAT

NEW – August 2018
Slide Surprise – Ana Seixas
130 x 130 mm, 12 pp board book 
with sliding mechanism

Slide Surprise combines vibrant,
contemporary illustrations with
easy-to-use sliders to enrich young
readers’ imaginations and to
encourage their fine motor skills
as they move each slider up, down
and to the side.

Come and Play!
Go Wild! 

NEW – July 2018
Magic Windows  – Pintachan
160 x 160 mm, 10 pp board book 
with slide out feature

An interactive board book series
that uses a sliding mechanism and
vibrant illustrations to create lively
stories that will entertain and
amuse young children as the
hidden parts are revealed.

Pets
Dinosaur

3 x Sliding Fun with a new range of delightful board books

Colourful Search & Find: The ANIMOSAICS Series  

NEW – June 2018
Can You Find It? 
An attractive and artistic search-and-find board book
that is wonderfully colourful and packed with
everyday objects and shapes to find and learn from.
Search through a rainbow of colour - they’re hiding
somewhere!

Layers of discovery: Into the… Series



N A R R A T I V E  N O N - F I C T I O N

We Travel So Far – Chris Madden
220 x 300 mm, 64pp

Discover incredible journeys of animals around the world, 
from the epic migration of the huge humpback whale to 
the unbelievable determination of the tiny hummingbird, 
each animal tells us the reason why they travel so far. 

Rights Sold: 
9 – CHL, ESP, SWE, FRA, DUT, ITA, CHN, KOR, DNK

NEW – August 2018
We Build Our Homes –
Chris Madden
210 x 295 mm, 64 pp

It’s not only humans who can build: around the world, mammals, birds, and insects can be found building incredible things.
Each spread looks at a different animal, told as though from their viewpoint.

NEW – July 2018
Perfectly Peculiar Plants
– Catel Ronca
290 x 235 mm, 64 pp

A vibrant, close-up
exploration of plants, focusing
on the extraordinary and
unexpected. Each page or
spread focuses on a different
plant, from the tiny bee
orchid to the mighty strangler
fig.

NEW – September 2018
Who Are You Calling Weird?
295 x 210 mm, 48 pp

A bold and stylish celebration of weird and wonderful
animals. From the green fur of a three-toed sloth, to the
pink and wiggly appendage of the star-nosed mole, there’s
something new to marvel at on every page.

Once Upon a Jungle 
– James Boast
290 x 235 mm, 32 pp, 
incl. gatefold

Rights Sold: 
USA, DNK, FRA, CHN

Explore habitats, meet weird animals and discover the secret life of plants!

Step inside the wild and colourful jungle with this striking and richly illustrated book that 
introduces the food chain concept through simple, poetic language. Learn how the 
circle of life allows the jungle ecosystem to flourish, and see how many animals you can 
spot hiding in the leaves along the way.



The Street Beneath My Feet – Yuval Zommer
250 x 320 mm, 20pp, concertina

Have you ever wondered what’s going on deep in the 
ground under your feet? Take a journey down though 
the layers of the Earth, all the way to the planet’s core 
and out the other side. 

Rights Sold: 6 – CHN, ITA, DNK, ITA, DEU, DUT

Have you ever wondered what’s going on high above your head? Starting in the 
city, take a journey up though the layers of the atmosphere, all the way out to 
the furthest reaches of the solar system.

NEW 
The Coral Kingdom – Jennie Webber
235 x 290 mm, 32 pp, incl. foldout page

From brightly coloured corals to shimmering shoals of fish, the diversity of life on a coral reef is 
celebrated in a book which also has a strong ecological message about the need to protect this 
most precious of environments.

Taking a journey through the seasons and years, we 
follow the seed as it transforms from a seedling to a 
sapling, then a young tree, until it becomes a large 
tree. As the tree grows, it is joined by well-loved 
woodland animals who make it their home. 

A G E S  5 +

ARG Argentina
ARM Armenia
AUS Australia
AUT Austria
AZE Azerbaijan
BGR Bulgaria
BRA Brazil
CAN Canada
CAT Catalonia
CHE Switzerland
CHL Chile
CHN China
COL Colombia
CZE Czech Republic
DEU Germany
DNK Denmark
ESP Spain

EST Estonia
FIN Finland
FRA France
F.CAN French Canada
GBR United Kingdom
GEO Georgia
GRC Greece
HRV Croatia
HUN Hungary
IND India
ISL Iceland
ITA Italy
JPN Japan
KOR Korea
LTU Lithuania
LVA Latvia
MEX Mexico
NLD/BEL Netherlands/Belgium

NOR Norway
NZL New Zealand
PER Peru
POL Poland
PRT Portugal
ROU Romania
RUS Russia
SGP Singapore
SRB Serbia
SVK Slovakia
SVN Slovenia
SWE Sweden
THA Thailand
TUR Turkey
TWN Taiwan
UKR Ukraine
USA United States
ZAF South Africa

N A R R A T I V E  N O N - F I C T I O N

NEW – July 2018
The Skies Above My Eyes 
– Yuval Zommer
320 x 250 mm, 20 pp

Rights Sold: DEU, DUT

It Starts With a Seed 
– Jennie Webber
295 x 210 mm, 32 pp, fold-out

Rights Sold: 7 – AUS, NZL, 
CHN, SWE, ESP, PRT, KOR


